Innovation Learning presents...

Global Village Academy Aurora East & West
June 1 - August 10
No program July 2 and July 5

Summer
Registration
Fee - $49/family

Camp Care - 8:30am-3:30pm

Daily Rate - $49.00/day
Weekly Rate - $219.00/week
Extended Care Available!
6:30am - 8:30am - $10.00/day

3:30pm - 6:00pm - $10.00/day
Half Day Care Available - 11:30am-3:30pm
June 1-25 Only

Daily Rate - $29.50/day
Weekly Rate- $139.00/week

To Register - Visit www.innovationlearning.com

Theme Weeks
Carnival Creations
Attention Jr. Imagineers. Theme parks are benefiting from a new era of imagineering! Now it’s
your turn. Do you like games and rides? Learn about fundamental physics concepts such as speed,
acceleration, friction and energy through a variety of games and hands-on activities. Armed with
science, you will build your very own roller coaster with tight turns and steep slopes! Learn how
both engineers and computer coders think. Come create and play with us under the big tent
this summer!

Mission Impossible
Join Innovation Learning at HQ for your top-secret mission! Your training will begin by learning
about the science, tools and technologies spies use to gather vital information that can change history! Your secret missions will include learning Morse code, programing robots, building a spy city
and making secret art with invisible ink. We will conclude with a spy vs spy competition that is sure
to be the highlight of your summer! Your spy training awaits at Headquarters.

Around the World
Explore cultures from around the world, build their cities, make their art and code robot adventures. Use conductive materials and Makey-Makey brains to control your computer and learn circuit
basics as you design light-up-play-doh sculptures. This is where art and electronics collide! Come
travel around the world with us!

Kid-preneurs Week
Lemonade! 10 cents per cup! Get your lemonade! Learn the ins and outs of owning your own business at Camp Discovery this week! Create a business plan, design a model and present your plan.
Become an entrepreneurial expert this summer with Innovation Learning!

Robotics Camp
Beep, boop, beep. Oh, you don’t speak robot? Not yet, at least! Join us at Camp Discovery to
learn all about robots, programming, coding, and more! Create your own robot with Makey-Makey
toys and explore the world around you with the Sphero bot. Dive deep into the robotic world at
Camp Discovery this summer!

Theme Weeks
Wild for the Rainforest
Calling all jungle cats! Join us at Camp Discovery as we get wild and explore the rainforest! Discover what makes habitats so homey to some animals and not others. We will learn about how technologies, robots and coding can save endangered animals. We will apply this new knowledge to
create our very own backyard wildlife habitat. Stretch those paws and get ready to explore with us!

STEM Sports Camp
Ready, set, GO! Race through the week at the Camp Discovery sports camp! From Fun Fitness to
innovative new games, compete with your friends in multiple challenges and sports-themed activities. Invent the exciting new sport of the summer with Innovation Learning! Discover the ins and
outs of Sports Science, learn how a healthy body impacts the way we shoot, score and think!

Space Camp
Attention all space voyagers! The universe is a big place with lots to explore. Get inspired by
spending a fun-filled week learning about rockets, stars, planets, moons and more! What does
it take to travel outside of Earth’s atmosphere? We will answer this question through art, design,
crafts, computers, robotics, video games, and more! Blast off in 3…2…1..

Under the Sea
Journey into the unknown depths of the ocean and discover strange creatures. Learn how marine
organisms live in zones of light and dark and turn your knowledge into fun design challenges. Join
us as we explore the basic elements of design and fabrication by making pirate ships, sea exploration vehicles, seashell necklaces, and more! This summer be part of a curious school of fish, as we
play under the sea games that are sure to make a big splash!

